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A Short History of Humanity: A New History of Old

Europe by  Johannes Krause, Thomas Trappe,  Caroline

Waight (Translation)

In this eye-opening book,

Johannes Krause, director of the

Max Planck Institute for

Evolutionary Anthropology, and

journalist Thomas Trappe offer a

new way of understanding our

past, present, and future. Krause

is a pioneer in the revolutionary

new science of archaeogenetics,

archaeology augmented by

revolutionary DNA sequencing

technology, which has allowed scientists to uncover a new

version of human history reaching back more than

100,000 years. Using this technology to re-examine

human bones from the distant past, Krause has been able

to map not only the genetic profiles of the dead, but also

their ancient journeys.

In this concise narrative he tells us their long-forgotten

stories of migration and intersection. It’s well known that

many human populations carry genetic material from

Neanderthals; but, as Krause and his colleagues discovered,

we also share DNA with a newly uncovered human form,

the Denisovans.

Genetics has an unfortunate history of smuggling in

racist ideologies, but our most cutting-edge science tells

us that genetic categories in no way reflect national

borders.

This informed retelling of the human epic confirms

that immigration and genetic mingling have always defined

our species and that who we are is a question of culture

not genetics.

(A Goodreads review)

Dear readers,

We are almost there – the much-awaited centenary year. It

is definitely a landmark year in the history of our movement.

For the past two years we have been denied the privilege of

meeting face to face owing to the

pandemic that engulfed the world. We

even had to cancel our 2020 and 2022

International Conventions and, in its

stead, planned a big bash to be held in

Taipei towards the end of 2022. We keep

our fingers crossed and pray that it can

be held as planned, especially in the light

of the new Omicron variant spreading

rapidly in many countries.

In preparation for the centenary year, we launched the

Challenge 22 concept with a handful of tangible actions to

make the 100th year a memorable one.

Part of that grand design was to honour the legacy of our

founder, Paul William Alexander. His unmarked grave in

Toledo was finally identified and we had a headstone erected

there. A children’s park in Toledo, Ohio, was named after

him, thanks to the initiative taken by the YMCA of Toledo

and our International Historian, Debbie Redmond, with

the cooperation of the Mayor of Toledo. Both these events

took place in November 2019 with many of us witnessing

these events when we attended the RDE Summit in Toledo.

There are some other challenges yet to be fulfilled, among

them are two very important tangibles – the digitalising of

our historical records stored in the archives in the University

of Minnesota and the ambitious plan of acquiring our own

office space for our headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland.

A couple of articles on our historical relationship with the

YMCA find prominence in this issue. And, as always, we

strive to give you gleanings from the past by way of historical

narrations such as the one in  this issue on the incorporation

of our movement or through images, of which we found a

rare picture of three of the founding members of the first club

in Toledo.

The major world event of the last quarter of the year was

the 2021 United Nations Climate Change Conference, more

commonly referred to as COP26, in Glasgow, Scotland, from

31 October to 13 November 2021. We are glad that one of

our young members, IYR Dwight Tomlinson of Jamaica, was

able to participate in that along with many other young people

sponsored by the YMCA.

Happy New Year, everyone. Let us continue to find

meaning, purpose, and joy and victory even as the dreaded

coronavirus rears its ugly head time and again in various forms

threatening us with disease and death.

Y’sly.

Koshy Mathew
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YMI – YMCA: Partners in Mission Worldwide
Jose Varghese, International Secretary General, YMI

Concluded on page 9

The partnership between Y’s Men and YMCA has a history

of 100 years – probably the most consistent and longest

partnership between two

international organisations in the

world. Members who were providing

exceptional service to the YMCA in

Toledo, Ohio, USA, founded the

first Y’s Men’s Club as a luncheon

club in 1920. From then, Y’s Men’s

clubs were primarily established

around the world to serve the

mission of the YMCA and the local

community. Both organisations have Christian values and

ethos as their core and these are reflected in their mission. As

stated in the YMI constitution, the International Association

of Y’s Men’s Clubs is “a worldwide fellowship of persons of

all faiths working together in mutual respect and affection,

based on the teachings of Jesus Christ, and with a common

loyalty to the Young Men’s Christian Association, striving

through active service to develop, encourage and provide

leadership to build a better world for all mankind.”

Note on resumption of printing

We are happy to inform our readers that owing to the

changed circumstances, printing of YMI World which was

suspended six months ago has been resumed. We are in

the process of readying the earlier two issues (No. 4 of

2020/21 and No. 1 of 2021/22) for mailing. Copies will be

mailed to members whose names and addresses appear

in the Portalbuzz database.

We thank you for your understanding and patience –

Editor.

YMCA is the oldest and one of the largest

youth organisations in the world,

inspiring and mobilising young people to

find and share their voice on the issues

that matter to them and to the world. 

Founded in London in 1844 as the Young Men’s Christian

Association, YMCA has grown to reach over 60 million

people a year across 120 countries. The World YMCA was

founded in 1855 on the mission as stated in the Paris basis:

“The Young Men’s Christian Associations seek to unite those young

people who, regarding Jesus Christ as their God and Saviour,

according to the Holy Scriptures, desire to be his disciples in their

faith and in their life, and to associate their efforts for the extension

of his Kingdom amongst young people”.

Today YMCA is the oldest and one of the largest youth

organisations in the world, inspiring and mobilising young

people to find and share their voice on the issues that matter

to them and to the world. YMCA helps young people to

better themselves, to better their communities, and to better

their world. Y’s Men’s Clubs around world have played a

vital role in their mission and this impacted the YMCA in

several countries over the past 100 years. In the same way,

YMCA has played a pivotal role in extending the YMI

movement to various countries in the world and by providing

large number of members from its fraternity.

Unparalleled Opportunity for Global Reach

Our historical mission partnership with YMCA worldwide

gives us an unparalleled opportunity for global reach, unified

identity, recognition, continuity of service and a common thread

for the association. For our club members, the voluntary

services to YMCA are derived from the values of the organisation

and carried out through the unique fellowship of the movement.
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The Connection with YMCA
Debbie Redmond, ISD Historian

As we approach our 100th anniversary, it is important to

realise the connection of the

International Association of Y’s

Men’s Clubs with the YMCA.

The idea, development, and

original clubs all came out of the

YMCA. Let us take a moment

to recognise four individuals

who not only helped to create

but also build on the idea of Y’s

Men.

A young YMCA employee who worked for the Toledo

YMCA in Ohio starting in 1915, Thomas Clarence Evans

(called T.C. and often just C.) was responsible for membership

to the YMCA. Given a list of people that were classified as

“Boosters” due to bringing in membership to the YMCA,

T.C. Evans brought the men together. Most of the Boosters

met on a regular basis and had elected officers but had not

really gone beyond having meetings at the YMCA. Mr. Evans

decided it would be nice to have a

group of people devoted to the

YMCA and would provide service

similar to what the Rotary clubs

and Lions clubs were doing in

Toledo.

Among the businessmen in

that group was lawyer Paul

William Alexander. With extra

encouragement from T.C. Evans,

the Boosters began to meet with

more of a purpose (following the idea of a luncheon club).

The name chosen in October 1920 was TOLYMCA and 17

of the men committed to belong to the club, following a

constitution written by Paul

William Alexander. Within one

year, it grew to over 75 members

and had raised funds for foreign

work (later called World Service),

committed to assisting with the

new YMCA camp to include

money and volunteers for a new

cabin, and when the YMCA

found itself in need of money,

the club held a membership drive

to bring in over USD 600 in

funds.

The General Secretary (Director) for the Toledo YMCA

was a gentleman by the name of Percy B. Williams. While he

was not sure if this TOLYMCA club was going to be successful,

he was willing to provide assistance in all of their work.

Watching the club grow and realising the financial assistance

they were providing, this YMCA

employee soon became a fan and

supporter of this group. Given the

specific age limit, he could not join the

club but encouraged other people to

join and support it.

When Percy’s supervisor, Ivan B.

Rhodes, of Ohio State YMCAs came

to town to visit, Williams invited him

to attend a club meeting. Extremely

impressed with the work, Rhodes

joined the club and asked if they would

consider presenting their club concept

to the State Conference on 22 February 1922. Then Club

President Alexander agreed and several of his club members

travelled with him to speak before the Ohio YMCAs. If these

three men had not assisted in the development of the club

and the growth, then there would not be Y’s Men.

As TOLYMCA prepared for their big presentation to the

conference of Ohio YMCAs, there

was one last detail, the name, that

they needed to present. The name

came from a man who had worked

for the YMCA in France during

the First World War and wrote

articles in the YMCA magazine,

Association Men. Will M. Cressy

called himself the Y’s Man from

the East in his articles. Liking that

name, the club invited him to

speak to their group and he was

invited to become an honorary

member. It was then that club

President Paul William Alexander

used the name Y’s Men to present

the idea to other YMCAs. In three

months’ time, the TOLYMCA

club changed their own name to

the new one, Toledo Y’s Men’s

Club.

So indeed our history is strong

with the YMCA and although

through the years that bond has

not been as strong in all Areas, it

is indeed a definite reason why Y’s

Men exists today. Thank you,

YMCA, for your support.
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Three Elements of Effective Leadership
Johan Vilhelm Eltvik
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In this essay we will examine three elements of effective

leadership that is value-based, and spiritually-rooted.

The first essential element is “Lead with Generosity.” If I,

as a leader, start to compete with my team to demonstrate

that I am the strongest and wisest and most popular, it is like

one person trying to lift a table alone. The result will always

be disastrous with what’s on the table sliding down and falling

to the floor, crashing and even being destroyed. If you lift the

table as a team, the result will be a great success.

Leading with generosity means to unlock the potential of

all members of the team. The aim to achieve that, respecting

each member for her or his great gifts and let that person

unlock their gifts and use them for the common good. It also

means that the leader must share all the praise and

compliments and success with the team. This is oil in the

machinery and makes everything work quicker, better, with

more efficiency. Generosity is attractive and engaging. And

the most important matter here is that you do not do all of

this to be loved by your team, you do it simply because you

love your team. There is a great difference between those two

motivations.

Generosity Must be Honest and Real

Generosity must be honest and real, not a gesture or part

of a manipulation. In the World YMCA we practised

decentralised management, meaning that all key members of

staff worked from home, from Australia, India, Kenya, Poland

and the USA. Based in Geneva was only a Norwegian and a

Brazilian and in the last few years a Polish. How did we make

this effective and generous at the same time?

We came together for staff meetings regularly, and they

took three weeks at a time. Every day we met for devotions in

the morning, and we had long conversations. Instead of

highlighting the differences or quarreling over matters we

disagreed upon, we listened carefully and with generosity to

one another to learn from it. These conversations invariably

led us into work matters, and since we came from a word of

the Bible as the starting point, it became value-based

discussions and therefore value-based leadership. Through

those conversations following the devotions we internalized

the messages, the content, the strategies, and the work plans.

By asking questions and clarifying misunderstandings we slowly

came to understand things the same way using the same

language. It took time, surely, but it became very efficient use

of time, because when we left Geneva, we left with the same

messages and the same understanding,

and we could spread the messages to the

whole world in a way that unified the

movement.

Walking to the Basement

This leads me to the next essential

element of my philo-

sophy: “Authenticity requires vulner-

ability.” It helps create connection, and

without connection there can be no team. Often those

devotions in the morning revealed our weaknesses and areas

where we struggled. It could be very personal, and it came out

because the situation was protected by the team. What was

said at these meetings remained there and nowhere else.

As the leader of the team, I participated fully in this sharing,

also of problems, weaknesses, and shortcomings. We called it

‘Walking to the Basement’. It was my responsibility to make sure

that we never ended those walks to the basement before we saw

the light at the end of the tunnel – the solution to our problems.

Being vulnerable opened up possibilities for good and

healthy solutions. Demonstrating that one was not only strong

and assertive, but also weak and unsure and sad at times because

of personal shortcomings or other people’s criticism and

negative feedback gave one, especially me, a stronger level of

authenticity. That is an important part of effective leadership,

because it gives you authority not based on fear, but on respect

and love.

The essence of this learning for me was never, never to

compete with your own closest allies and partners, never

compete with your own team. Let each one of them grow

and prosper and bloom and allow them to be strong, stronger

than yourself sometimes or oftentimes. A leader that has the

courage to surround herself or himself with people who are

stronger than herself or himself, is the strongest leader and the

most effective.

Create an Environment of Trust

The third essential element of effective leadership: ”You

belong here” are the greatest words you can use to create a

team. Create an environment of trust, say that ‘you belong

here’, be authentic and demonstrate trust.

Here, I wish to give you two pieces of advice and both of

them are specific for leadership challenges at the international

level.
Concluded on page 8

Mr. Johan Vilhelm Eltvik, Former Secretary General World Alliance  of YMCAs is a member of the Y’s Men’s Club of Tønsberg, Norway

and is also Y’s Men Area Liaison to the YMCA Area Europe. This is part of a long talk he delivered at the International Council Meeting

in July 2021.
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YMI Incorporation and Legal Status
PIP Benson Wabule, Kenya
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The “International Association of Y’s

Men’s Clubs” has experienced

additions of optional names as

follows: From 1974 onwards “Y’s Men

International;” from 1991 to 2008

“Y’sdom International;” from 2009

onwards “Y Service Clubs

International.” It was formed at a

meeting of all Y’s Men in conjunction

with the Triennial International

YMCA Convention at Atlantic City

in November 1922.

It was not incorporated until a

decision was made at the 1926

Camden International Convention.

By that time the Y’s Men’s Club

emblem, including the name had

been design-copyrighted in the patent

offices of both Canada and the

United States. The association was

incorporated under the laws of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts on

20 December 1926, with charter

granted on 26 January 1927.

When the International Office was

moved to Illinois, first to Downers

Grove and then in 1968 to Oak

Brook, the association was

reincorporated in the State of Illinois.

It was reported at the International

Council Meeting 1974 that questions

had been raised about the legality of

the move from Massachusetts to

The home of Henry D. Grimes, Secretary-Treasurer of YMI from 1925 to 1962 on Quincy Street, Lawrence,

Massachusetts, USA, was the official headquarters of the International Association of Y’s Men’s Clubs during

the entire term of his office

The following article about the incorporation of YMI shows how Y’s Men International acquired its legal status. The article has been

put together by PIP Benson Wabule by lifting information from IHQ records with the help of IHQ staff and from the 1972 book, History

of Y’s Men – Editor.

Illinois as no approval of this could

be found in any Board Minutes.

Research showed that the move was

completely legal and a motion was

passed to record this (ICM 1974,

motion 11).

Y’s Men International opened a

branch office in Geneva, Switzerland,

on 4 January 1970 and our

International Headquarters moved

there on 1 September 1973. The

association continued to be

incorporated in the State of Illinois

as long as our IHQ was with the

World Alliance of YMCAs. Our

relationship with the WA of YMCAs

was laid out in a “Memorandum of

Understanding” (first version in

November 1969) approved annually

1975-1988, then for three-year terms

1989 and 1992. When IHQ moved

from the WA of YMCAs to the local

Geneva YMCA, the “Memorandum

of Understanding” became obsolete.

Y’s Men International acquired

legal status in Switzerland in 1995

through declaring in its International

Constitution that it “shall have

corporate existence and therefore

acquire the status of a person in

accordance with Section 60 of the

Swiss Civil Code” (see International

Constitution, Article I, Section 3).

The International Council approved

these amendments to the

International Constitution in a mail

ballot (2-94/95) in March 1995 and

the clubs approved the amendments

in a mail ballot in May 1995 (see

minutes of ICM 1995).

Y’s Men International is exempt

from paying Swiss federal and

cantonal taxes based on requests

which have to be renewed every three

years for the cantonal tax exemption.

ICM 1995 gave the authority to the

International Executive Officers to

dissolve the incorporation of Y’s Men

International in the State of Illinois,

USA (see ICM 1995, motion 31).
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COP26 – What is All the Fuss About?
IYR  Dwight Tomlinson

Paging COP26 to the ER!

COP26: “I’m here. I’m here. What do we have?”

World Leaders/UN:  “Patient’s name is Earth. She presents

with CO2 poisoning with a recurring presentation in symptoms

of oxygen depletion, food scarcity, heat waves leading to

massive wild fires, eruptive volcanic activities, the rising of sea-

levels. Her most alarming symptom is a deadly SARS virus

which replicates into other life-threatening variants. Her vitals

are through the roof, and her antibodies (humans), seem to

be performing reverse functions.”

Earth: “Doctor, what is wrong with me?”

COP26: “So on presentation you are symptomatic of Climate

Change. You have an excess of a greenhouse gas that is causing

your health to deteriorate rapidly. It appears that you have an

autoimmune disease attacking your immune system which is

causing this build up of the gas.”

World leaders/UN: “How do we proceed, doc?”

COP26: “Alright. Let’s start with a series of targeted treatments

with rounds of deforestation curtailing, lowering carbon levels

to the agreed 2030 emissions level, creating a safe and

nurturing environment for the shared community, and

preserving our natural space and ecosystems.”

Our climate is ever-changing, and even as we pool our

efforts to reduce emissions, this change will be consistently

met with predicted adverse effects. So why meet? Why have a

specific targeted conference to tackle climate change? Is it our

hope to change the world? What is all the buzz about?

COP26 brings together thousands of influencers and

change agents in order to meet the climate change goals of a

sustainable environment for years to come. However, the idea

of changing the world for the better is one that appears to be

overwhelming for all, and ignites many varying opinions. But

have we been thinking about it all the wrong way…? COP26

has made it more practical by scaling things down to what

really matters – working together in curtailing deforestation,

lowering our carbon footprint, providing a safe and nurturing

environment for our shared community, and preserving our

natural space and ecosystems. How does it do this? By having

the world in one place, meeting these challenges with

innovations, and encouraging investment in the practical

solution-based arguments put forward by all.

That’s what all the fuss all about. In its existence, COP26

provides a host of solutions with wide-ranging benefits, from

producing oxygen and providing food and medicine, to

filtering water, removing pollution, making use of our

renewable resources, and developing a sense of empathy for

each other by highlighting the symbiotic relationship we all

share, contrary to what many may believe. It is the avenue

through which we will attain our goals of a sustainable life on

earth, and providing consistent, comparable, and reliable

information to strengthen our world leaders’ abilities to make

decisions to generate long-term value that caters to society’s

greatest needs.

What is COP26?

COP stands for Conference of the Parties. In diplomatic parlance, the

parties refer to 197 nations that agreed to the U.N. Framework Convention
on Climate Change at a meeting in 1992. That year, the United States and

some other countries ratified the treaty to combat “dangerous human
interference with the climate system” and stabilize levels of greenhouse

gas emissions in the atmosphere.
This is the 26th time countries that have gathered under the convention

— hence, COP26.

What happened the previous 25 years?
The first COP was held in Berlin in 1995, after a critical mass of

nations ratified the climate convention. It was a milestone and set the
stage for the Kyoto Protocol two years later, which required wealthy,

industrialized nations to curb emissions.
That accord had its problems. Among them, the United States under

former President George W. Bush rejected it, citing the fact that it did not
require China, India and other major emerging economies to reduce their

greenhouse gases.
Fast forward to 2015. After more than two decades of disputes over

which nations bear the most responsibility for tackling climate change,
leaders of nearly 200 countries signed the Paris Agreement. That deal

was considered groundbreaking. For the first time, rich and poor countries
agreed to act, albeit at different paces, to tackle climate change.

The United States withdrew from the Paris Agreement under former
President Donald Trump but rejoined under President Joe Biden.

While leaders made big promises in Paris, countries have not done
enough to stave off the worst effects of climate change, which brings us

to COP26 in Glasgow, where the pressure is on for leaders be more

ambitious.
https://www.economist.com/international/2021/11/11/what-happened-at-cop26

Dwight at COP26

Dwight is International Youth Representative (IYR) and hails from Jamaica. He has part of the YMCA youth team at the COP26 in Glasgow

from 31 October to 12 November 2021. He mentored young people from 76 countries to tackle climate change and environmental

preservation initiatives within their local communities. This is a piece that he wrote for the World YMCA website during COP26.

Dwight making a presentation in Glasgow
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Recently I attended an online Area meeting where our

International Secretary General Jose Varghese spoke about

the strategies for growth of the movement. I was

significantly moved by what he said to  want to

communicate these strategies to you as a club member.

Most of you will be familiar with the  concept of

“extension” which is the creation of new clubs for the

organisation.

However, ISG Jose spoke about a different approach

to the traditional method of a club sponsoring the

development of a new club with which we are all familiar.

He talked about the concept of Challenge 22, the

extension of new clubs being changed to an emphasis of

extension of membership growth in  existing clubs.

Emphasise More on the Personal

Emphasis to be more on personal experience and more

than service to the community. He gave answers to

questions that have troubled Y Service members to answer

prospective members, such as:

To answer the question “What’s in it for me?”

w You are surrounded by friends.

w Not lonely.

w Have friends around the world.

w Experience a network of people/ different abilities/

capabilities which are not available in most people’s

cases.

Join the club and enjoy these benefits.

Or why do you help someone?

w Fulfilment in self.

w Happiness in self.

w Satisfaction experienced in helping the needy.

Why is Y Service different to other organisations?

w Mission-driven organisation based on the teachings

of Jesus Christ.

Thoughts on Membership Extension, nay Growth
Wayne Cameron, Regional Director, Australia Region

ON MEMBERSHIPON MEMBERSHIPON MEMBERSHIPON MEMBERSHIPON MEMBERSHIP

w Relationship with

YMCA – historical

partner.

w Ordinary people can

participate in all areas

and positions.

w Small enough for

opportunities for

leadership on a

worldwide basis.

w Small enough for

individuals to know others from around the world.

w Brotherhood Fund travel grant.

w Target loneliness to encourage happiness.

Growth of Movement

ISG Jose also talked about several strategies to create

more clubs and club members. The first action is to form

a Regional team for extension. The team should include

at least one  YMCA  member.

Challenge each existing member to bring a friend. We

cannot stop the decline unless every existing member

brings in a friend. The challenge is for each of us to do

something about it. It is simple, it only requires you to

bring someone/anyone to experience the joy of having a

circle of  supporting /new friends within your club.

Don’t ask them to join a service club, ask them to

join a group of new friends; in other words, join the great

supporting feelings that come with having a range of

friends.

Your club can continue to do the good things they

currently do. Let the new member grow into  the

experience that comes with being part of Y Service.

Source: Australia Regional Director’s Bulletin, Number 4 (April/May 2021)

The first is: Never overestimate your own ability to

understand an unknown culture. All of us start out thinking

that it is easy to understand a person from a different culture.

It is never easy.

As a leader in the Y’s Men International, spend enough

time to listen and learn from members of your team, also the

younger and less influential members of your team. By doing

this, you will not only learn valuable elements of diverse cultural

backgrounds, but you will also make those members of your

team feel that they belong with you.

The second is: Never underestimate the insecurity and

vulnerability of your team. You want to lead a process in

an international organisation, but you will find that it takes

a lot for your team members to own your process. It will

take a long time for your team members to own YOUR

process. If you make your team feel that they belong with

you, and make it their process, they will own it immediately,

because it is their own process. Never underestimate your

team members’ needs for being included one hundred per

cent.

This is, in conclusion, what I call “Leadership through

Friendship.” Friends bend over backwards to be the best

persons they can be. This is not only effective leadership –

it is an enrichening life experience.

Three Elements of Effective Leadership - from page 5

8
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ON YOUTHON YOUTHON YOUTHON YOUTHON YOUTH

So many times we hear that youth is wasted on the young

and it seems that from time immemorial, or at least going

back to George Bernard Shaw in 1931, many felt that

wisdom was gained in your fifties!

Many Y’s Men’s clubs seem to have unwittingly

embraced this visage of youth as a time wasted. Why do I

say that you ask? When you look at the average age of

your YMI club what is it?

Can we as Y’s Men, with the benefit of advanced age

and wisdom, engage our youth in honest discussions of

our own foibles. Can we save them the trouble of making

some of our own mistakes and give them a foot-up in this

world of YMI?

Because the truth is, in the modern day, these days of

virtuality, social media and memes and the possibility of

embarrassing ourselves companywide if not worldwide

with the mistaken click/touch of a key, in many ways

they need to share their wisdom with us.

As I speak with young people throughout Y’s Men

International, I hear them asking us to treat them with

respect, to listen to their views, to teach them how to

Is Youth Wasted?
Sandra Hamilton, ISD Youth Involvement and Activities

Members offer their time, talents, and resources for common

good in the community and make a difference in the lives of

other people. Being an international association, our service

impacts are both to local YMCAs and YMCAs worldwide.

Over the last 100 years, our services improved the lives of

thousands of individuals as well as communities around the

world in partnership with YMCA. During and after World

War II, YMI supported YMCA’s post-war services and refugee

assistance programme and the World YMCA received the Nobel

Peace Prize in 1946 through J. R. Mott.

Apart from supporting community projects, our common

loyalty stated in the mission of the organisation was enacted

through strengthening hundreds of YMCAs worldwide

through sustainable support and leadership development.

YMCA Spain, YMCA Kosovo, YMCA Moldova, YMCA

Europe’s Training Centre, several local YMCAs in India, Japan,

USA, Canada, Russia, Kenya are some of the examples for

our partnership for organisational development. The

Alexander Scholarship Fund was instituted in 1954 for

supporting the leadership development and impacts potential

within the YMCA movement. The fund has helped hundreds

of key staff leaders and youth volunteers of the YMCA acquire

new skills and vision for strengthening YMCA. This fund also

continues to support YMCA Change Agents, National

General Secretaries Training and Solidarity Fund of the World

YMCA apart from several National YMCA and local YMCA

training needs.

Promise of a New Life Experience

The mission of Y’s Men Intentional is to build a better

world for all humankind. The Time of Fast (TOF) emerged as

the spirit of Y’s Men to respond to human cries through

sacrificial giving. Hundreds of YMCA-led projects are being

supported across the world to make social change and sustainable

growth at community level. Nearly USD 10 million has been

raised and invested in projects since its inception in 1972 and it

has become a signature activity of Y’s Men worldwide.

Rapid globalisation paved the way for increased greenhouse

gas emissions that have resulted in climate change. YMI has been

responding to this issue through advocacy and establishing a carbon

offset fund, which has helped several YMCAs and community

projects worldwide to reduce  their carbon footprint and pave the

way towards becoming a carbon neutral organisation.

YMI is moving into the next century with its learnings

from the last 100 years and trusting in the possibilities of the

future. The reignited spirit of Y’s Men will inspire its club

members to act collectively as global citizens to build a better

world for all. The ongoing mission partnership with YMCA

will help to make wider impact among young people around

the world for a better tomorrow.

YMI and YMCA are not just partners. It is the promise of

a new life experience and the hope for a better world.

network and in fact – to network

with them.

Many of the young people in the

movement do not feel valued. If this

trend continues, we will lose our

youth. So can I ask us to begin a

conscious effort to empower our

young people – not just with titles

and platitudes.

Many feel that have titles but their voice is being cut

off even before they have fully expressed the thought. But

can we stop, listen, close our eyes and hear that germ/

seed of wisdom and help to bring that to a beautiful

mature fruit that will benefit all the generations? Can we

listen to the voices of the youth and instead of hearing

raucousness, instead of thinking of objections, can we as

elder wise men begin to breathe into these voices the peace

that we all so desperately search for? Can we bring those

discordant voices together with ours to make beautiful

music with the winds of change?
Source: IP News, October 2021

YMI – YMCA: Partners in Mission Worldwide .... from page 3
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On 9 August 2021, Y’s Men in UAE observed the

International Day of Remembrance for the victims of the

atomic bombs that fell on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945.

The purpose of the event was to spread awareness of the dangers

of nuclear weapons and promote disarmaments in its entirety. 

The ceremony began with the reading of the Mayor of

Hiroshima’s Peace Declaration followed by the projection

of of a hibakusha testimonial (hibakusha refers to a survivor

of either of the atomic explosions at Hiroshima or

Nagasaki). This video was provided by Peace Boat in whose

2016 journey the YMCA was a collaborator. Y’s Men in

UAE share Peace Boat’s goal for a world without nuclear

weapons.

ISG Jose Varghese, then with the YMCA, who was on

2016 voyage was one of the guest speakers. He commended

the people of Hiroshima and Nagasaki for “choosing not to

be characterised by calamity, but by reconciliation and hope.”

He spoke about his own experiences in these cities and the

great opportunities he had as a passenger on the Peace Boat.

ISG Jose shared the role the YMCA played in the First and

Second World Wars. They have always cared for refugees and

promoted peace. Nuclear disarmament is another cause the

organisation stands for. Jose believes that “the only way to

eliminate risk is to completely eliminate nuclear weapons.”

He also believes that this is a cause that the power of youth

can impact.

The testimonial video by Masako Wada was shown wherein

she talks of the unimaginable situation she found herself in

when she was only one year and ten months old. She relies on

what her mother told her to share their collective experiences.

Wada recounts her mother’s memories of the badly burned

and wounded trying to flee the city pouring over the

mountains.

Wada’s  mother suffered various health issues for the most

part of her life because of the radiation. Many hibakusha didn’t

know why they were getting ill because the US and Japanese

governments censored crucial information. Sadly, health issues

weren’t the only negative impact from the radiation. She and

many other hibakusha were discriminated against and

ostracised by the society. Many had difficulty finding jobs

and starting families. 

For a long time, Wada felt that her mother’s experiences

weren’t hers to tell. She was only a baby at the time, therefore

she couldn’t express the situation the same way her mom

would. However, now that her mother and many other

hibakusha have passed away, Wada is doing what she can to

carry on the movement. Now, she has made her mother’s

experience her own and has been sharing with people like

Jose Varghese and others in the hope that another nuclear

weapon is never used again.
– Elijah Cook

Peace Lantern Ceremony Observed by
Y’s Men’s Club in UAE

The Hiroshima Peace Memorial (Genbaku Dome) was the only structure left

standing in the area where the first atomic bomb exploded on 6 August 1945.

Through the efforts of many people, including those of the city of Hiroshima, it has

been preserved in the same state as immediately after the bombing.

Have You Contributed to the RBM Fund?

NEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREAS
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NEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREAS

Region Russia was fortunate have been

awarded two TOF grants during the

previous Y’s year, one for a project by

the club and YMCA in Zaporozhje

(Ukraine) the other for a YMCA Dacha

project in partnership with Russian Y’s

Men.

Two TOF Projects – A Brief Report from Region Russia

different ages who spend free time on

the sportsground improving their health

and  developing athletic skills.  We are

thankful to Past Club President

Nadezhda Kudryashova for her inspiring

and dedicated leadership and whose

passionate desire was to build a sports

ground for the orphans.

The second TOF grant went to the

heart of Russia, Jaroslavl Region,

The first TOF project in  Zaporozhje,

Ukraine, was  developed to engage and

help homeless children.

TOF funds were requested to build

an outdoor sports complex/gym at the

rehabilitation centre to benefit the

children, almost all of whom suffer from

immune  deficiency and other diseases

related to poor living conditions and

lifestyles. TOF funds were used to

develop a wonderful sportsground near

the rehabilitation centre for children

without parents’ care.

Today it is teeming with  children of

On Sunday 7 November, 2021, the

Kyoto District in Japan West Region

organised a “Beautiful Sea Operation”

at Kanzaki Beach, Maizuru City, Kyoto

Prefecture.

The beach cleaning activity called

“Spo GOMI” is an eco-friendly sport

in which teams work together to pick

Japan: A Beach Cleaning Activity in Conjunction with an Eco-Friendly Sport

up trash in a designated area within a

time frame and compete for points

based on the quality and quantity of

trash picked up. Over 200 club

members from all Kyoto District clubs

and their families were divided into 46

teams and collected 401 kilograms of

plastic trash and f lotsam. The

participants’ awareness of community

service and environmental

preservation got a boost up. The event

was supported by the Japan Sport

GOMI Federation, an association

incorporated for social sports

initiatives.
DG Ryuji Nakamura

settlement Nekrasovskoe, where YMCA

Russia has its  headquarters. The project

is named “No one left behind” and its

aim is to help elderly people gain new

skills and give them new forms of

development and communication.

Also, the project involved technical

aspects of gasification of the YMCA

building Dacha.
Irina Mamaeva,

RSD TOF, Region Russia

Children enjoying the outdoors

No one left behind – the elderly in the premises of the upgraded Dacha

All the participants of the beach clean up event Participants collecting trash at the Kanzaki Beach All the collected trash
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NEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREAS

The Y’s Men’s Club of Bangalore Titans sponsored an outdoor

play area with all playground equipment for the residents of

Jeevandeep Children’s Home, a home for orphans, children

of single parents and abandoned children in the age group of

Y’s Connect – A Business Network Platform
Y’s Connect, a forum

created to understand our

club members better and share business opportunities and

resources was launched on 10 November in Bangalore by IPE

Dr. K.C. Samuel. It is also aimed at encouraging friends of

club members who wish to join our clubs through business

connections. Since our club members are

from diverse backgrounds –  HR professionals, advocates, 

businesspeople, educationists, farmers, doctors and so on –

we feel knowing each other could be of help to all.

During the lockdown periods many Y’s Menettes

developed home businesses – garments, baking, catering,

fashion designing, etc. and this will also provide them the

opportunity to showcase their creativity and enterprise.

Y’s Connect will use technology and personal contacts to

grow the network and understand each

other better, for which WhatsApp is a

very convenient medium. Soon,

other media will be explored. But most

importantly, personal interactions with

one another once the pandemic blows

over will be explored.

We are happy to say that since the

launch of Y’s Connect, business offers

for solar systems, precision engineering,

pest control, artists selling paintings, and even rabbits have

appeared in the group. Some of them have gone on to do

business with each other and shared their ‘Connects’ with others

as well as non-members and today we have nearly 20 non-Y’s

Men in this business group. 
Daniel Thomas, Coordinator, Y’s Connect Bangalore

India: ‘Angel Wings’ for a Children’s Home

Bangalore District II leaders gifting their efforts to Jeevandeep Children’s Home and (R) the play area all spruced up

1–16 years. The project was aptly named ‘Angel Wings’, to

represent tranquility and purity, along with hope and desire

to escape from the mundane and the iniquitous system.
– Jinu George, DS, Bangalore II

Region Denmark Issues Christmas Calendar Just a Few More Months
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NEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREASNEWS FROM AREAS

Jung-Hwa Ma, District Governor of the North District, Mei-

Ling Chen, District Service Director of Y’s Menettes’ Club of

the North District, and Yu-Shan Wu, Club President of the

Taipei Beta Club, joined hands to organise the “Tea Plantation

Cleanup by Y’s Menettes of North District.” It was not only

aimed at providing an opportunity to further understand our

tea culture, but also to invite the Y’s Menettes and club

members to clean up the mountain roads and other areas

around the plantation in order to protect and preserve the

environment.

This activity provided plenty of fun to learn and read on

the tea plantation trail, allowing participants to understand

Tea Plantation Cleanup - A Learning
Experience for Y’s Menettes of Taiwan

that this land has nurtured a rich tea culture for long. It enabled

participants to get close to and understand nature in a practical

way.

This activity was partly sponsored by the “Y’s Menette

Lily Chen Love and Care Special Fund.” This special fund

was established two years ago by the Area President-elect

Charming Shen in memory of his late wife, who was

dedicated to our movement. The fund provides Y’s

Menettes multiple learning channels, such as holding

various lectures on medical and health issues, art and

culture, promoting talents, etc.
Mark Lin, RS of Taiwan Region, Asia Pacific Area

The Y’s Men and Women’s Club of Metro Quezon City, Philippines, in partnership with the Y’s Men and Women’s Club

of TARAS Quezon City, recently implemented two projects at Abuyod National High School, Teresa, Rizal. In September they

donated complete school supplies to 150 students as part of its annual “Brigada Eskwela” project. These kits will help

students and their parents as they continue online home schooling this year too. The other activity was the “Disinfection

Supplies Donation Drive” in October to protect teachers, school administrators and parents of children. Germicidal lamps to

disinfect the class rooms, offices and restrooms were installed apart from sanitising foot rugs and donating gallons of disinfectant

liquid that will help keep the school protected from the deadly coron virus for the whole year.
PRD Paul Lim

Philippines: Enabling Better and Safer Learning Environments

Club members on the front steps of the school after the September and October activities

At the reception station prior to hitting the road and on the tea plantation trail
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Young members of the Y’s Men’s Club of Hong Kong conducted a group blood donation service project in which

many enthusiastically participated. Club Director hosted a pre-event get together lunch which was attended by other

club members who came along to support the team. Past Club President Jane Wong showed her support by giving

each donor a cake redemption coupon.
Source: FB page

Hong Kong: Blood Donation Drive

Donors and supporters at the blood collection centre

Photo above shows Nirmala (third from right) receiving

the laptops from staff of Publicis Sapient.
Tina Koshy, Secretary, Y’s Menettes Club of Bangalore

The Y’s Menettes Club of Bangalore, actively

engaged in executing projects in the sphere

of education since its inception, facilitated

the donation of 20 laptops to teachers in

Indira Nagar Composite PU College,

Bangalore, to enable them to be effective in

online teaching that has come to stay since

the pandemic hit India.

Nirmala Ashok, Project Coordinator of

the Y’s Menettes Club of Bangalore, had been

engaging with Publicis Sapient, a tech firm, to equip all

teachers at this college with laptops, for which these 20

constitute the first lot.

India: Laptops to Aid Online Teaching

Using the TOF funds granted to the Y’s Men’s

Club of Nagpur Orange City, the club

distributed grocery kits to 50 AIDS-affected

families being treated at the Mure Memorial

Hospital. The long-term objective is to give these

families a monthly nutrition grocery kits in

collaboration with the Manav Seva Foundation.

The picture on the left shows some of the

beneficiaries with members of the club on this

occasion.
Ajit Kappen, Joint Secretary, Nagpur Orange City club

India: Nutrition Kits Distribution
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PAP Murray Dunbar spoke to Bill Irwin, Chair of the food

drive of the Charlottetown Y’s Men Club. Bill is a past AP and

current Bulletin Editor of Area Canada/Caribbean. In the

picture below is also Blair Cutcliffe, President of the Charlottetown

Y’s Men’s Club and RDE for the Maritimes Region. 

Canada: Charlottetown Food Drive Nearing 35 Years
Did you know that the first Charlottetown Y’s Men’s

food drive was in 1987? 

In our conversation with Bill Irwin, he let us know

that it was Wayne MacQuarrie that started the food drive

with the Y’s Men’s Club all those years ago. It began

with just the Charlottetown proper area and then turned

into all the other parts of Charlottetown and soon after

Cornwall. 

Bill said his favourite memory of the Y’s Men’s food

drive was the first year it began as they thought it was

going to be a one-time project. Bill and the rest of the Y’s

Men soon realised the following year the need was still

there and so they did another drive, and then another,

and the rest is history. 

We want to take a moment and thank Bill Irwin and

all of the incredible Y’s Men continuing to make such an

impact for people in need and to all of the countless

hours and hundreds of volunteers throughout the years.

PAP Murray Dunbar

Y’s Men Bill Irwin and Blair Cutcliffe all set for action

The Christmas tree shortage is a real thing because of

COVID-19 as the suppliers have not been able to find

the workers to be able to groom and harvest the trees.

The Cumberland Y Service Club has been selling

Christmas trees as a fundraiser for 48 years now! We almost

did not have a sale this year because of the shortage. We

tried 6 different suppliers before we were able to locate

trees for sale.

We were able to get limited number from a Nova

Scotia supplier. We have trees of various sizes, including

a small number of 10-foot (3 m) tall trees. The tree lot is

located in the Kent Building Supplies parking lot.

Terry MacDonald, Cumberland Y Service Club

Canada: Don’t Get Caught Without a Real Tree for Christmas!

In the midst of the raging threat of the COVID-19

pandemic, one Y’s Men’s club in Sri Lanka succeeded in

accomplishing the singular feat of executing the highest

value community service activity in the history of the

movement in Sri Lanka.

The Y’s Men’s Club of Young Moratuwa gifted a valuable

plot of land of six perches (approx. 150 m2 or 1600 sq.

ft.) to a deserving family. The land gifted by the club is

located at Gonapola, Horana in the Western Province,

some 40 kilometres from the country’s capital, Colombo

and is valued is at LKR 900 000 (approx. USD 4 500).

Source: Bulletin of Y’s Men International Sri Lanka (Jan-Mar 2021)
PRD Prasantha De Silva hands over the land ownership

documents to the thankful recipient family

Sri Lanka: Ensuring a Secure and Safe Life
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1. How do we dare?

Where should we share?

Why could we care? – YMI!

Are we daring,

are we sharing,

are  we caring. – Why am I?

Y’s Men daring,

sharing, caring,

when the world around we face,

helping others,

sisters, brothers,

make the world a better place!

2. Centenary,

years to carry,

moving movement – YMI!

Gratulations,

celebrations,

never asking: “Why am I?”

Seeing others,

sisters, brothers,

as we see us face to face.

Helping others,

sisters, brothers,

make the world a better place!

3. We are moving,

ever proving,

organizing YMI!

Network making

we are taking

growing chances: Why am I?

Friends in gladness

melt all sadness,

when we give each other space!

Seeing others,

sisters, brothers,

make the world a better place!

4. Thank you giving,

we are living

club life inside YMI!

Joyful voices

all rejoices,

all together: Y am I!

Joyful singing

will be bringing,

love for all receiving grace:

Serving others,

sisters, brothers,

make the world a better place!

5. Y’s Men daring,

we are sharing,

we are caring – YMI!

We are gifted

“A Better Place”
Set toLudwig van Beethoven’s “Ode to Joy”

and uplifted,

when we’re asking: “Why am I?”

All creation,

liberation

we together can embrace:

Helping others,

sisters, brothers,

make the world a better place!
ISD CE Carl Hertz-Jensen

Vejle Trekanten YMC, Denmark.

CENTENARY-SONGCENTENARY-SONGCENTENARY-SONGCENTENARY-SONGCENTENARY-SONG

FOR OLD TIMES’ SAKEFOR OLD TIMES’ SAKEFOR OLD TIMES’ SAKEFOR OLD TIMES’ SAKEFOR OLD TIMES’ SAKE
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Singing Peace

invites
Club leaders to send stories

of activities undertaken with

one or more high-resolution

pictures and appropriate

captions. Write-ups must

not exceed 150 words.

Readers are also requested

to send their views and notes

on matters of concern for the

movement, globally.

Submit your stories and

pictures at:

 www.ysmen.org/ymiworld

Last date for submission for

next issue:

28 February 2022

MANTRA FORMANTRA FORMANTRA FORMANTRA FORMANTRA FOR

THE SOULTHE SOULTHE SOULTHE SOULTHE SOUL

*Max Ediger directs the School of Peace from

Cambodia.

He has been a blogger for long and this piece is

one of the older blogs taken from http://

calebandshalev. wordpress.com/

“Blessed are those who trust in the Lord and

have made the Lord their hope and confidence.

They are like trees planted along a riverbank,

with roots that reach deep into the water. Such

trees are not bothered by the heat or worried by

long months of drought. Their leaves stay green,

and they go right on producing delicious fruit.”

(Jeremiah 17: 7-8)

Many years ago I was visiting friends

in Burma. It was April, the hottest and

driest time of the year. I was sitting in a

small office with eight friends trying to

carry on a discussion about the work of

the youth in the church of Burma.

Without air-conditioning, the room was

brutally hot and the overhead fan,

turning lazily and reluctantly, did little

to relieve the heat. I was having a very

difficult time concentrating on what

friends were saying, and even began to

wonder if there was any value in holding

the discussion.

From my position in the room I

could look out the narrow window that

overlooked the neighborhood. Nothing

seemed to be moving. All of the trees

were without leaves, and a powdery

brown dust covered buildings, plants,

fences and roads. It was as if there was

no life at all.

In discomfort I shifted my chair

which gave me a slightly different view

through the window. I caught my breath

in surprise. To the left I saw a tree that

had previously been hidden from my

view. Barren of leaves, it was covered with

large clusters of bright red flowers. The

intensity of the red in contrast to the

dry brown that had filled my sight just

moments earlier, awoke me from my

lethargy with a start. In that moment I

saw life. It must have been similar to the

feeling Mary and Martha had when they

realized that Christ had risen. He was

no longer in the grave. Hope had sprung

forth in the most hopeless moment.

Perhaps that is the lesson God

wanted to give me that hot, dry day in

Burma. When things seem the most

difficult and hopeless, God expects us

to blossom the brightest. When all

around us things seem to be falling apart

causing so much stress and fear, God

wants us to be the clearest and brightest

example of resurrection, joy and hope.

That is the way we transform the world.

One of my favorite songs is called “He

Came Singing Love.” The first verse says:

“He came singing love and he lived singing

love. He died, singing love. He arose in

silence. For the love to go on we must make

it our song: you and I be the singers.”

The final verse concludes:

“He came singing hope and he lived singing

hope. He died, singing hope. He arose in

silence. For the hope to go on we must

make it our song: you and I be the singers.”

Through the resurrection and the

ascension into heaven, Christ passed his

song of love and hope on to us. We must

sing it loudly and clearly, especially in

the most difficult times. We must bloom

the brightest when heat, oppression and

fear abound. That is the message of

Christ. That is the song of Christ. Then

we become like a tree planted along a

riverbank, with roots that reach deep

into the water. We are not bothered by

the heat or worried by long months of

drought. Our leaves stay green, and they

go right on producing delicious fruit. We

are the hope. We are Christ’s singers.

We invite your club and all others

around the world to conduct one

or more celebration activities in the

Week of Celebration from 1 – 8 May

2022.

This little book is meant to be a

source of inspiration for clubs to

motivate them to celebrate 100

years of friendship and charity.

As it is our 100th year, we tried to

find 100 suggestions on how your

club might celebrate the occasion.

We did not find 100, but maybe you

and your club can find one we

missed. If you do, please be sure

to let us know your idea on the

Facebook page!

Download the booklet from:

www.ysmen.org

Calling All Clubs to

Celebrate
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International Presidents 1986 - 1998

61. Dr. Patrick Sukumaran

IP: 1986 - 1987

Home Club: Trivandrum, India

64. Hwang Dal-ho

IP: 1989 - 1990

Home Club: Seoul, Korea

Our 61st International President was Patrick Sukumaran from

Trivandrum, India. He served from 1986 to 1987. Patrick

was the first International President from India. He worked

hard to promote India from just a Region in the Asia

Area to an Area by itself.

Kaj Steno Hanson from Vejen, Denmark was our 62nd

International President. He became the fourth man from

Denmark to be elected to the position of International

President and served from 1987 to 1988.

62. Kaj Steno Hanson

IP: 1987 - 1988

Home Club: Vejen, Denmark

63. Lars-Gustaf Winberg

IP: 1988 - 1989

Home Club: Malmo, Sweden

Our 63rd International President was Lars-Gustaf Winberg

from Malmo, Sweden. He was the first from Sweden. He was

known for his flashy clothing at YMI gatherings. On the 70th

anniversary of Y’s Men, Lars-Gustaf, as well as Arvid Malme,

wore bow ties in honour of Judge Alexander.

Hwang Dal-ho from Seoul, South Korea, the second from

South Korea, became the 64th International President

and served from  1989 to 1990.

65. Rachelle Reeg

IP: 1990 - 1991

Home Club: St. Louis, Missouri, USA

Our 65th International President was Rachelle Reeg from

St. Louis, Missouri, USA. She served from 1990 to 1991

and was the very first female International President. There

have only been two since her term.

66. Arthur Cowling

IP: 1991 - 1992

Home Club: Bendigo, Victoria,

Australia

Our 66th International President was Arthur Cowling

from Bendigo, Victoria, Australia. He served from 1991

to 1992. Arthur received the Harry Ballantyne Award in

1978 and received the Queen’s Order of Australia Medal

in 1993.
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International Presidents 1986 - 1998

67. Arvid Malme

IP: 1992 - 1993

Home Club: Ostenstad, Norway

Arvid Malme of Ostenstad, Norway was our next

International President who served from 1992 to 1993.

.

68. Duarte Vaz Pacheco de Castro, Jr.

IP: 1993 - 1994

Home Club: Sao Paulo, Brazil

Our 68th International President was Duarte Vaz Pacheco

de Castro, Jr. from Sao Paulo, Brazil. He was the first

International President from Latin America. He served

from 1993 to 1994.

69. Aoki Kazuyoshi

IP: 1994 - 1995

Home Club: Chiba, Japan

Our 69th International President was Aoki Kazuyoshi

from Chiba, Japan. He served from 1994 to 1995.

70. Christian Friis

IP: 1995 - 1996

Home Club: Bakersfield,  California,

USA

Our 70th International President was Christian Friis from

Bakersfield, California. He served from 1995 to 1996.

71. David G. Morris

IP: 1997 - 1997

Home Club: Moncton, New

Brunswick, Canada

Our 71st International President was David G. Morris

from Moncton, New Brunswick, Canada. He served from

1996 to 1997.

Our 72nd International President was Kim Bong-hee from

Busan, South Korea. He served from 1997 to 1998.

72. Kim Bong-he

IP: 1997 - 1998

Home Club: Pusan, Korea
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